Minutes of the Ozark Mountain Region SCCA from Mar. 8, 2016. Members present RE Tim Datema
(who was late), Justin Huffman, Sara Huffman, Sam Henry, Matt Longpine, Scott Woosley, Paul Smith,
Don Wilson, plus 1 other OMR members and 1 guests. Bud Weeks and Justin Andrews were not
available.
Call to order: Justin.
Secretary's report: motion to waive the reading of the minutes by Matt, second by Scott. Passed.
Treasurer's report: Balance was recorded. Motion to approve the report by Sam, second by Justin.
Discussion of shirts. Justin has a quote on t-shirts. A vote was taken on t-shirts vs. collared shirts. We
decided to get collared shirts for the board and order t-shirts to sell at a modest profit. The board
memebers will pay cost for their collared shirts. Justin made a motion for $600 for the shirts, second
by Tim.
Discussion of port a-potties. The corvette club does not want to share port a-potties. Scott got quotes
from three different vendors. Scott negotiated 2 units for $100 month serviced once a month just
before our events. Sam suggested we put a sign on them saying they are provided by OMR SCCA and
with our AutoX schedule on them. Tim will make the signs and they will be fantastic.
Solo report: Scott suggested as many people as possible should apply for hard cards to speed things up.
Matt suggested we get two SCCA rule books. Matt has long range antenna's. They will be tested after
the first event. We have fresh batteries for the radios. We already have 30 people registered for the
first event. We are going to do the annual tech inspection again. Sam is going to do the first course
design.
Discussion of trailer prep. Stan will deliver the trailer to the Crowder. Stan is also going to let Tim codrive his M3.
Discussion of identifying novices during the driver's meeting and make them feel welcome and give
them advice if needed.
Motion to adjourn by Matt, second by Tim. Passed.
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